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The eficient digital representation of image and video signals 
has been subject of considerable research over the past 20 years. 
With the growing availability of digital transmission links, progress 
in signal processing, V U 1  technology and image compression 
research, visual communications has become more feasible than 
ever. Digital video coding technology has developed into a mature 
jield and a diversity of products has been developed-targeted for 
a wide range of emerging applications, such as video on demand, 
digital TV/HDTV broadcasting, and multimedia image/video data- 
base services. With the increased commercial interest in video 
communications the need for international image and video coding 
standards arose. Standardization of video coding algorithms holds 
the promise of large markets for video communication equipment. 
Interoperability of implementations from different vendors enables 
the consumer to access video from a wider range of services and 
V U 1  implementations of coding algorithms conforming to inter- 
national standards can be manufactured at considerably reduced 
costs. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of to- 
day’s image and video coding standards and their role in video 
communications. The different coding algorithms developed for 
each standard are reviewed and the commonalities between the 
standards are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It took more than 20 years for digital image and video 

coding techniques to develop from a more or less purely 
academic research area into a highly commercial business. 
Modem data compression techniques today offer the possi- 
bility to store or transmit the vast amount of data necessary 
to represent digital images and video in an efficient and 
robust way. New audio visual applications in the field 
of communication, multimedia, and broadcasting became 
possible based on digital video coding technology. The 
importance of these techniques will become even more 
important in a world, where productivity gains through 
communications will depend on the flexibility, mobility, 
and interoperability of communication equipment-where 
everybody will be able to communicate with anybody at 
any place and at any hour. 
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As manifold as applications for image coding are today, 
as manifold are the different approaches and algorithms and 
were the first hardware implementations and even systems 
in the commercial field, such as private teleconferencing 
systems [l], [2]. However, with the advances in VLSI- 
technology it became possible to open more application 
fields to a larger number of users and therefore the neces- 
sity for standards arose, because exchange of compressed 
video data on national and international bases is mandatory 
[32]. From the beginning of the 1980’s on, standardization 
activities started within CCITT, followed by CCIR and IS0  
later on. The outcome of these activities are CCITT Rec- 
ommendations H. 120 and H.261, CCIR Recommendations 
721 and 723, IS0  10918 (JPEG), and IS0  11172 (MPEG- 
1). IS0  13818 (MPEG-2) has just been drafted and IS0  
MPEG-4 is in its developing phase. 

This international standardization allows for large scale 
production of VLSI systems and devices, thus making 
the products cheaper and therefore more affordable for a 
wide field of applications. Most important, it allows for 
international video data exchange via storage media (e.g., 
CD-ROM) or via communication networks (e.g., ISDN). 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of 
today’s image and video coding algorithms and standards 
and their role in video communications. The paper is 
organized as follows: In Section I1 we provide an outline of 
the chronological development of video coding standards 
and specific target applications. Section I11 reviews the 
principles of image and video compression and algorithms 
relevant to the standards coding schemes. In Section IV 
commonalties and differences among the diverse coding 
algorithms are outlined. Furthermore the specific properties 
of the standards related to their applications are presented. 
In Section V we discuss the performance of the standards 
and their success in the market place. 

11. INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION 
International standardization requires collaboration be- 

tween regions and countries with different infrastructures, 
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Fig. 1. Steps in international standardization 

different technical backgrounds, and with different political 
and commercial interests. Furthermore, since the aim of 
standardization is to foster implementations of image and 
video coding equipment, the capability of current state-of- 
the-art technology needs to be taken into account. There- 
fore, international standards do not necessarily represent 
the best technical solutions, but rather attempt to achieve a 
compromise between the amount of flexibility supported by 
the standard, the implementation complexity required and 
compression efficiency achieved. 

Although there exist slight differences among the differ- 
ent standardization bodies as far as standardization proce- 
dures are concerned, the main steps towards the finalization 
of a standard can roughly be described as shown in Fig. 1. 
In the first phase the requirements for a specific application 
or for a field of applications are identified [3]. Next different 
algorithms are developed by different laboratories and 
compared [4], [5]. As a result of this comparison a single 
basic technique will be identified which is then refined in 
a joint effort during the collaborative phase. At the end 
of this phase a draft standard will be issued, which has 
to be validated by compliance testing based on computer 
simulations or hardware tests and field trials [6], [7]. After 
successful validation and eventual refinements the final 
standard is issued. 

Study Group (SG) XV of CCITT was the first interna- 
tional committee starting standardization in video coding 
during its study period 1980-1984 [8]. In 1984 it issued 
Recommendation H. 120 targeted for videoconferencing ap- 
plications at the digital primary rates of 2.048 and 1.544 
Mb/s for 625150 and 525/60 TV systems respectively (H1 
channel as defined by CCITT Rec. G 702) [9]. This standard 
consists of three parts: Part 1 is intended for regional use 
in countries supporting systems with 625 lines150 Hz)2 
Mb/s, Part 2 for international use (625 lines150 Hz and 

525 lines160 Hz) and Part 3 for regional use in 525 lines160 
Hzl1.5 Mb/s systems. Unfortunately the algorithms for Part 
1 and Part 3 are not identical, although both schemes use 
essentially the same compression method (temporal DPCM, 
see Section 111). Therefore the target for a worldwide 
standard had not really been achieved. Maybe this is one 
of the reasons why H.120 never became a commercial 
success, although regular services were established by a 
few Telecoms [lo], [ l l ] .  

With the advances in image compression research and 
implementation technology it became possible to consider 
coding of video at lower data rates. Therefore Study Group 
XV agreed in the end of 1984 to define a worldwide stan- 
dard for videophone and videoconferencing applications, 
targeted for sub-primary rates (5  2 Mb/s) and suitable for 
625 lines150 Hz and 525 lines160 Hz systems respectively. 
In 1989 the draft Recommendation H.261 for a codec 
based on px64  kb/s (p = 1 . . '30) was available. The 
hybrid DCTDPCM compression algorithm applied in the 
Rec. H.261 codec (using discrete cosine transform (DCT) 
techniques, temporal DPCM, and motion compensation, see 
Section I11 and [12]), has become a key element for most 
other image and video coding standards specified later. 

In parallel to the standardization activities in CCITT, 
and in cooperation, three other international bodies started 
standardization of video coding algorithms for compression 
of digital TV signals with contribution quality, namely 
CCIR, CMTT [13] and IS0  [5]. Within CCIR, SG 11 is 
responsible for the standardization of video coding, whereas 
CMTT is responsible for the transmission of TV signals. In 
order to coordinate the work within the different committees 
and their subgroups, interim working parties (IWP) have 
been established and it was the task of IWP CMTT/2 to 
produce Recommendations 721 and 723. 

CCIR Rec. 721, issued in 1990, specifies the coding of 
CCIR Rec. 601 TV-signals at 140 Mb/s with contribution 
quality for transmission over H4-channels. Simple spatial 
DPCM is used for video compression (see Section 111), to 
assist very simple codec implementations and to achieve a 
video quality suitable for post-production purposes [ 141. 

CCIR Rec. 723, issued in 1989, standardizes a codec 
targeted for contribution of CCIR Rec. 601 TV-signals at 
data rates between 30 and 45 Mb/s, suitable for trans- 
mission over H3 channels. This codec employs a hybrid 
DCTDPCM technique similar to the H.261 algorithm, but 
optimized for the higher data rates envisaged [15]. It is 
worthwhile to mention, that CCIR 723 codecs have been 
used to code HDTV at rates of 140 Mb/s and below by 
using 4 . . . 6 TV-codecs in parallel, each of them working 
on vertical [ 161 or horizontal [ 171, [ 181 stripes of the HDTV 
picture. 

Working Group (WG) 8 of Subcommittee (SC) 2 of 
I S 0  started standardization activities in 1982, targeted 
primarily for coding of continuous tone still images. In 1986 
members of ISO/SC2/WG8 and CCITT SG VI11 joined their 
activities and formed the Joint Photographic Experts Group 
(JPEG). This group issued the I S 0  10918 draft international 
standard (DIS) in 1991 and an international standard (IS) in 
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1992. The core image coding algorithm employs a spatial 
DCT compression scheme. JPEG provides different modes 
of operation, i.e., sequential, progressive, hierarchical, and 
lossless modes, the latter mode using spatial DPCM coding 
instead of DCT [19]-[21]. 

In 1988 the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) was 
founded under ISO/SC2 with the charter to standardize a 
video coding algorithm targeted for digital storage media 
and bit rates at up to about 1.5 Mb/s [22]. Its official 
denotation is now ISO/IEC/JTC l/SC29/WGll. The first 
DIS released by the committee, IS0 11 172 (MPEG-l), was 
drafted in 1991 and finally issued as IS in 1992. In contrast 
to the standards mentioned above, MPEG-1 is intended to 
be generic (although the initial target applications envisaged 
and applications parameters defined were constrained to 
digital storage media). Generic means, that the standard is 
independent of a particular application and therefore com- 
prises mainly a toolbox. It is up to the user to decide, which 
tools to select to suit the particular applications envisaged. 
This implies, that only the coding syntax is defined and 
therefore mainly the decoding scheme is standardized [23]. 
MPEG- 1 defines a hybrid DCTDPCM coding scheme with 
motion compensation similar to the H.261 and CCIR Rec. 
723 coding standards. Further refinements in prediction 
and subsequent processing were introduced to provide the 
functionality required for random access in digital storage 
media. 

Studies on MPEG-2 started in 1990 with the initial target 
to issue a standard for coding of TV-pictures with CCIR 
Rec. 601 resolution at data rates below 10 Mb/s. In 1992 
the scope of MPEG-2 was enlarged to suit coding of 
HDTV-thus making an initially planned MPEG-3 phase 
superfluous. The DIS for MPEG-2 video was issued in early 
1994. 

The video coding scheme used in MPEG-2 is again 
generic and similar to the one of MPEG- 1, however, with 
further refinements and special consideration of interlaced 
sources. Furthermore many functionalities such as “scala- 
bility” were introduced. In order to keep implementation 
complexity low for products not requiring the full video 
input formats supported by the standard (e.g., SIF to HDTV 
resolutions), so-called “Profiles,” describing functionalities, 
and “Levels,” describing resolutions, were introduced to 
provide separate MPEG-2 conformance levels [25], [26]. 

MPEG-4 started activities in 1993 and, when this paper 
was written, was still in its definition phase. The target 
is to standardize video coding schemes for data rates 
below 64 kb/s, suitable for video communication over 
PSTN’s or 2nd generation mobile networks. There was 
no decision yet whether MPEG-4 will again use a hybrid 
DCT optimized for very low bit rates [27] or object or 
model based approaches [28], which potentially offer higher 
compression ratios but are not yet mature. Issuing of a draft 
standard is planned for 1996. 

111. VIDEO CODING ALGORITHMS 
Generally speaking, video sequences contain a significant 

amount of statistical and subjective redundancy within and 

between frames. The ultimate goal of video source coding 
is the bitrate reduction for storage and transmission by 
exploring both statistical and subjective redundancies and 
to encode a “minimum set” of information using entropy 
coding techniques. This usually results in a compression 
of the coded video data compared to the original source 
data. The performance of video compression techniques 
depends on the amount of redundancy contained in the 
image data as well as on the actual compression techniques 
used for coding. With practical coding schemes, a tradeoff 
between coding performance (high compression with suffi- 
cient quality) and implementation complexity is sought. In 
fact, all video coding techniques standardized in the past 
were developed and optimized with due consideration of 
the capabilities of “state of the art” (VLSI) technology. 

Dependent on the applications requirements we may en- 
visage “lossless” and “lossy” coding of the video data. The 
aim of “lossless” coding is to reduce image or video data 
for storage and transmission while retaining the quality of 
the original images-the decoded image quality is required 
to be identical to the image quality prior to encoding. 
Important applications for lossless coding techniques are 
the storage of video or film in the studio environment, 
primary distribution of video or film and the transmission 
or storage of highest quality still images, such as satellite 
imaging and medical imaging. 

In contrast the aim of “lossy” coding techniques is 
to meet a given target bitrate for storage and transmis- 
sion. Important applications comprise transmission of video 
over communications channels with constrained or low 
bandwidth and the efficient storage of video. In these appli- 
cations high video compression is achieved by degrading 
the video quality-the decoded image “objective” quality is 
reduced compared to the quality of the original images prior 
to encoding (i.e., taking the mean-squared-error between 
both the original and reconstructed images as an objective 
image quality criteria). The smaller the target bitrate of 
the channel the higher the necessary compression of the 
video data. The ultimate aim of lossy coding techniques 
is to optimize image quality for a given target bit rate 
subject to “objective” or “subjective” optimization criteria. 
It should be noted that the degree of image degradation 
(both the objective degradation as well as the amount 
of visible artifacts) depends on the complexity of the 
image or video scene as much as on the sophistication of 
the compression technique-for simple textures in images 
and low video activity a good image reconstruction with 
no visible artifacts may be achieved even with simple 
compression techniques. 

A. Source Model 
All digital image and video coding techniques stan- 

dardized so far, and which are relevant in the context 
of this paper, are statistical in nature. Video sequences 
usually contain statistical redundancies in both temporal 
and spatial directions. The basic statistical property upon 
which image compression techniques rely is interelement 
correlation, including the assumption of simple correlated 
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Fig. 2. Spatial interelement correlation of “typical” images as 
calculated using a Gauss Markov image model with high pel-pel 
correlation. Variables I and y describe the distance between pels 
in horizontal and vertical image dimensions, respectively. 

translatory motion between consecutive frames. Thus the 
magnitude of a particular image pel can be predicted from 
nearby pels within the same frame (using intraframe coding 
techniques) or from pels of a nearby frame (using interframe 
techniques and motion estimation). Intuitively it is clear that 
in some circumstances, i.e., during scene changes of a video 
sequence, the temporal correlation between nearby frames 
is small or even vanishes. In this case intraframe coding 
techniques are appropriate to explore spatial correlation to 
achieve efficient data compression (see spatial predictive 
coding and transform coding). However, if the correlation 
between nearby frames is high, i.e., in cases where two 
consecutive frames have similar or identical content, it is 
desirable to use interframe coding techniques employing 
temporal prediction (see predictive coding and transform 
coding). In practical video coding schemes an adaptive 
combination of both methods is used to achieve high data 
compression (see Hybrid Transfonn/DPCM coding). 

Fig. 2 depicts an example of intraframe pel-to-pel corre- 
lation properties of images, here modelled using a rather 
simple, but nevertheless valuable statistical model. The 
simple model assumption already inherits basic correlation 
properties of many “typical” images, namely the high 
correlation between adjacent pixels and the monotonical 
decay of correlation with increased distance between pels. 
We will use this model assumption later to demonstrate 
some of the properties of Transform coding, as we shall see. 

B. Subsampling and Interpolation 
Almost all video coding techniques described in the 

context of this paper make extensive use of subsampling 
and quantization prior to encoding. The basic concept of 
subsampling is to reduce the dimension of the input video 
(horizontal dimension and/or vertical dimension) and thus 
the number of pels to be coded prior to the encoding 

process. It is worth noting that for some applications video 
is also subsampled in temporal direction to reduce frame 
rate prior to coding. At the receiver the decoded images are 
interpolated for display. This technique may be considered 
as one of the most elementary compression techniques 
which also makes use of specific physiological charac- 
teristics of the human eye and thus removes subjective 
redundancy contained in the video data. This concept is 
also used to explore subjective redundancies contained in 
chrominance data, i.e., the human eye is more sensitive 
to changes in brightness than to chromaticity changes. 
Therefore many of the standardized coding schemes first 
divide the images into YUV components (one luminance 
and two chrominance components). Next the chrominance 
components are subsampled relative to the luminance com- 
ponent with a Y:U:V ratio specific to particular applications 
(i.e., with the MPEG-2 standard). 

C. Entropy Coding 
The pixel color values of digital video frames are usually 

prequantized to fixed-length words with typically 8 b or 
10 b accuracy per color component. However, for most 
video material it can be assumed that not all quantized 
color values occur equally likely within the video scenes. 
We can reduce the average number of bits per word if 
color values having lower probability are assigned longer 
code words, whereas values having lower probability are 
assigned shorter code words. This method is called variable 
word-length coding or entropy coding and forms one of 
the most basic elements of today’s video coding standards, 
especially in combination with transform domain or predic- 
tive coding techniques (see subsections on predictive coding 
and transform domain coding). If the resulting code words 
are concatenated to form a stream of binary digits (bits), 
then correct decoding by a receiver is possible if the code 
words are uniquely decipherable. Upon many possibilities 
to construct sets of uniquely decipherable codewords the 
Huffman-code has found widespread application and is used 
in all standards coding schemes treated in the course of this 
paper [31]. The concept of entropy coding can be combined 
with a run-length coding procedure to achieve further data 
reduction. This method is useful if consecutive pels along a 
scan line are highly correlated. With run-length coding one 
codeword is allocated to a pair of input values (run, length) 
[31], [MI, i.e., the number (run) of consecutive pels along 
a scan line with same color values (length) can be encoded 
by transmitting only one codeword. 

D. Predictive Coding 
With predictive coding the redundancy in video is deter- 

mined from the neighboring pels within frames or between 
frames. This concept is promising if the correlation between 
adjacent pels that are spatially, as well as temporally, 
close to each other is strong. In basic predictive coding 
systems, an approximate prediction of the pel to be coded 
is made from previously coded information that has been 
transmitted. The difference between the actual pel and 
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A.) S P A N  PREDlCTlON 

Fig. 3. Location of predicted pel (2 )  and already coded pels (A, 
B, C, D or E, F) used for prediction in two separate scenarios. The 
prediction is calculated as a weighted linear combination of the 
previously coded pels. (a) Predictor geometry used typically with 
the JPEG lossless coding mode (intraframe coding). (b) Prediction 
between fields for coding of digital interlaced TV-pels in odd 
fields are predicted based on pels already coded in even fields 
(interfield coding). 

the prediction (prediction error) is usually quantized and 
entropy coded. This is the well known differential pulse 
code modulation (DPCM) technique. Predictive methods 
can be combined with a run-length coding procedure. Only 
nonzero DPCM pel color values are encoded along with 
the number (run) of zero pixel values along the scan line. 
Notice that without quantization of the prediction error 
lossless compression of images and video can be achieved 
at relatively low implementation complexity and achieving 
moderate compression results. 

The performance of this method is strongly dependent 
on the actual predictors used to decorrelate the data. Fig. 3 
outlines possible locations of pels used for intraframe 
and interfield prediction in some of the standards coding 
schemes discussed in the next section. 

For interframe predictive coding the motion compen- 
sated prediction (see the subsection below) has found wide 
application in standard video coding schemes. For pure 
intraframe coding transform methods usually outperform 
DPCM coding techniques. Transform coding results in 
better video quality for the same bit rate and is used by 
most video coding standards techniques for lossy coding. 
However, the JPEG lossless mode compression algorithm 
for lossless coding of still images uses intraframe DPCM 
due to its low implementation complexity. 

E. Motion Compensation 
Motion compensated prediction is a powerful tool to 

reduce temporal redundancies between frames and is thus 
used extensively in video coding standards (i.e., H.261, 
CCIR 723, MPEG-1, and MPEG-2) as a prediction tech- 
nique for temporal DPCM coding. The concept of motion 
compensation is based on the estimation of motion be- 
tween video frames, i.e., if all elements in a video scene 
are approximately spatially displaced, the motion between 
frames can be described approximately by a limited number 
of motion parameters (i.e., estimated motion vectors). In 
this simple example the best prediction of an actual pel 

Fig. 4. Block matching approach for motion compensation: One 
motion vector (mv) is estimated for each block in the actual frame 
N to be coded. The motion vector points to a reference block 
of same size in a previously coded frame N -  1 .  The motion 
compensated prediction error is calculated by subtracting each pel 
in a block with its motion shifted counterpart in the reference block 
of the previous frame. 

is given by a motion compensated prediction pel from a 
previously coded frame. Usually both, prediction error and 
motion vectors, are transmitted to the receiver. Encoding 
one motion information with each coded pel is generally 
neither desirable nor necessary. Since the spatial correlation 
between motion vectors is often high, it is sometimes 
assumed that one motion vector is representative for the 
motion of a “block” of adjacent pels. To this aim images 
are usually separated into disjoint blocks of pels (i.e., 16 x 
16 pels) and only one motion vector is estimated and coded 
for each of these blocks (Fig. 4). 

The motion compensated DPCM technique (used in com- 
bination with transform coding, see section on hybrid 
DCT/DPCM coding schemes) has proven to be highly 
efficient and robust for video data compression and has 
become a key element for the success of today’s “state-of- 
the-art’’ coding standards. 

F. Transfarm Domain Coding 

Transform coding has been studied extensively during 
the last two decades and has become a very popular 
compression method for still image coding and video 
coding. The purpose of Transform coding is to decorrelate 
the picture content and to encode Transform coefficients 
rather than the original pels of the images. To this aim the 
input images are split into disjoint blocks of pels b (i.e., of 
size N x N pels). The transformation can be represented 
as a matrix operation using a N x N Transform matrix A 
to obtain the N x N transform coefficients c based on a 
linear, separable and unitary forward transformation 

c = A b AT. 

Here, AT denotes the transpose of the transformation 
matrix A. Note that the transformation is reversible, since 
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the original N x N block of pels b can be reconstructed 
using a linear and separable inverse transformation’ 

b = A T c A .  

Upon many possible alternatives the discrete cosine trans- 
form (DCT) has become the most successful transform 
for still image and video coding [35].  In fact, DCT based 
implementations are used in most image and video coding 
standards due to their high decorrelation performance and 
the availability of fast DCT algorithms suitable for real 
time implementations. VLSI implementations that operate 
at rates suitable for a broad range of video applications are 
commercially available today. 

A major objective of transform coding is to make as many 
Transform coefficients as possible small enough so that they 
are insignificant (in terms of statistical and subjective mea- 
sures) and need not be coded for transmission. At the same 
time it is desirable to minimize statistical dependencies be- 
tween coefficients with the aim to reduce the amount of bits 
needed to encode the remaining coefficients. Fig. 5 presents 
the variance (energy) of intraframe DCT coefficients based 
on the simple statistical model assumption already dis- 
cussed in Fig. 2. Here, the variance for each coefficient 
represents the variability of each particular coefficient as 
averaged over a large number of frames. Coefficients with 
small variances are less significant for the reconstruction 
of the image blocks than coefficients with large variances. 
As depicted in Fig. 5,  on average only a small number of 
DCT coefficients need to be transmitted to the receiver to 
obtain a valuable approximate reconstruction of the image 
blocks. Moreover, the most significant DCT coefficients 
are concentrated around the upper left corner (low DCT 
coefficients) and the significance of the coefficients decays 
with increased distance. This implies that higher DCT 
coefficients are less important for reconstruction than lower 
coefficients. 

The DCT is closely related to the discrete Fourier trans- 
form (DFT) and it is of some importance to realize that the 
DCT coefficients can be given a frequency interpretation 
close to the DFT. Thus low DCT coefficients relate to 
low spatial frequencies within image blocks and high DCT 
coefficients to higher frequencies. This property is used 
in many of the coding schemes to remove subjective 
redundancies contained in the image data based on human 
visual systems criteria. Since the human viewer is more 
sensitive to reconstruction errors related to low spatial 
frequencies than to high frequencies, a frequency adaptive 
weighting (quantization) of the coefficients according to 
the human visual perception (perceptual quantization) is 
desirable to improve the visual quality of the decoded 
images for a given bit rate. 

Usually the DCT-coefficients are quantized prior to cod- 
ing. Depending on the quantization stepsize this will result 
in a significant number of zero valued coefficients. In all 

‘For a unitrary transform the inverse matrix A-’ is identical with the 
transposed matrix A T ,  that is A-’ = A T .  

Fig. 5. The figure depicts the variance distribution of 
DCT-coefficients “typically” calculated as average over a 
large number of image blocks. The variance of the DCT 
coefficients was calculated based on the statistical model used 
in Fig. 2. U and I‘ describe the horizontal and vertical image 
transform domain variables within the 8x 8 block. Most of the 
total variance is concentrated around the dc DCT-coefficient 
( U  = 0, 1’ = 0). 

coding standards a run-length coding procedure is employed 
to efficiently encode the DCT-coefficients which remain 
nonzero after quantization [24]. To this aim the nonzero co- 
efficients are detected along a scan line and one code word 
is encoded for each (run, level)-pair. The level indicates the 
quantization level of the particular nonzero coefficient to be 
encoded and the run indicates the distance to the previously 
encoded nonzero coefficient along the scan line [36]. 

G. Hybrid DCT/DPCM Coding 

A common approach is to combine a temporal DPCM 
technique with the DCT method into a hybrid coding 
scheme to efficiently explore spatial as well as temporal 
redundancies in video scenes. Temporal correlation is re- 
duced first from the video scene, possibly using motion 
compensated prediction, and in a second step the DCT 
method is applied to the DPCM prediction error images 
to explore the remaining spatial redundancies. Finally the 
DCT coefficients are quantized and entropy coded. Hybrid 
DCTDPCM coding has become the core method for all 
recent video coding standards. We will discuss this approach 
in Section IV in more detail. 

Iv. STANDARDS FOR IMAGE AND VIDEO 
CODING APPLICATIONS 

A. JPEG-A Standard for  Continuous-Tone 
Still Image Coding 

The aim of JPEG was to develop a generic image 
coding standard for coding of continuous-tone still images 
(grayscale and color)-thus to support a wide range of 
applications for storage and transmission of digital images. 
To meet the requirements of the different applications the 
JPEG standard specifies both baseline and extended systems 
for different modes of operation-DCT based methods for 
“lossy” coding of images and a predictive method for 
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applications requiring “lossless” compression. The JPEG 
DCT based “baseline” method for lossy coding has been 
the most widely used and implemented method to date. 
A product conforming to the JPEG standard should at a 
minimum meet the requirements of the baseline system. 
Notice, that although the JPEG coding standard has been 
developed for still image compression, it can be used to 
compress video sequences. This is commonly refered to as 
MOTION JPEG. 

A number of parameters related to the source image 
and the coding process can be customized to meet the 
requirements of particular applications. The JPEG standard 
does not specify or encode any information on pixel aspect 
ratio or color space. However, any JPEG coding mode 
supports source images with a size between (1 x 1) 
and (65 535 x 65 535) active pixel elements, and each 
pixel may have between 1 and 255 color components or 
spectral bands. Pixels can be represented with a precision 
of 8 or 12 b for DCT based coding modes and with a 
precision between 2-16 b for the predictive lossless coding 
mode. An important aspect is the possibility to control 
the quality of the decoded images, or in this respect the 
number of bits needed to compress the source images, by 
adjusting quantizer parameters to the specific applications 
requirements. 

1) JPEG Baseline Coding Mode: 
The block diagram of the JPEG baseline lossy compres- 

sion mode encoder and decoder is depicted in Fig. 6. Here, 
to simplify the presentation, the figure presents the baseline 
mode as a single-color component image compression 
scheme (i.e., grayscale). Color image compression can be 
approximately regarded as an independent processing of 
multiple grayscale images. At the encoder each image 
(or each frame of a video sequence) is subdivided into 
nonoverlapping blocks of 8 x 8 pels and the DCT is then 
applied to each block. After output of the DCT, each of 
the 64 DCT coefficients is uniformly quantized (Q) with 
a quantizer value specific to the particular coefficient to 
perform perceptual weighting according to human visual 
criteria. After quantization, the lowest DCT coefficient 
(dc coefficient) is treated differently from the remaining 
coefficients (ac coefficients). The dc coefficient corresponds 
to the average intensity of the component block and is 
encoded using a differential dc prediction method.’ The 
nonzero quantizer values of the remaining DCT coefficients 
and their locations are then “zig-zag” scanned and run- 
length entropy coded using variable length code (VLC) 
tables. 

The concept of “zig-zag” scanning for ordering the 
coefficients prior to run-length entropy coding using VLC 
tables is outlined in Fig. 7. The nonzero ac coefficient 
quantizer values (length, 0 )  are detected along the scan 
line as well as the distance (run) between two consecutive 

2Because there is usually strong correlation between the dc values of 
adjacent 8 x 8 blocks, the quantized dc coefficient is encoded as the 
difference between the dc value of the previous block and the actual dc 
value. 

JPEGENCODER 

JPEG-DECODER 

Fig. 6. JPEG Baseline encoder and decoder structure. 

0 7 
0 

7 

0 Non-Zero 
DCT-Coeff icients 

Fig. 7. “Zig-zag” scanning of the quantized DCT coefficients in 
an 8 x 8 block. Only the nonzero quantized DCT-coefficients are 
encoded. The possible locations of nonzero DCT-coefficients are 
indicated in the figure. The zig-zag scan attempts to trace the 
DCT-coefficients according to their significance. With reference 
to Fig. 5, the lowest DCT-coefficient (0, 0) contains most of the 
energy within the blocks and the energy is concentrated around 
the lower DCT-coefficients. 

nonzero coefficients. Each consecutive (run, length) pair 
is encoded by transmitting only one VLC codeword. The 
purpose of “zig-zag” scanning is to trace the low-frequency 
DCT coefficients (containing most energy) before tracing 
the high-frequency  coefficient^.^ 

The decoder performs the reverse operations, first extract- 
ing and decoding (VLD) the variable length coded words 
from the bit stream to obtain locations and quantizer values 
of the nonzero DCT coefficients for each block. With the 
reconstruction (&*) of all nonzero DCT coefficients belong- 
ing to one block and subsequent inverse DCT (DCT-’) the 
block pixel values are obtained. By processing the entire bit 
stream all image blocks are decoded and reconstructed. 

To allow user controlled quantization, JPEG introduces 
the concept of a @-element “quantization table.” The 
values of this quantization table can be defined specific 
to particular applications or image statistics-quantization 
is performed by dividing each DCT coefficient by its 
corresponding quantization table value and rounding to the 
nearest integer. This important concept allows the user 

3The location of each nonzero coefficient along the zig-zag scan is 
encoded relative to the location of the previous coded coefficient. The zig- 
zag scan philosophy attempts to trace the nonzero coefficients according 
their likelihood of appearance to achieve an efficient entropy coding. 
With reference to Fig. 5 the DCT coefficients most likely to appear are 
concentrated around the dc coefficient with decreasing importance. For 
many images the coefficients are traced efficiently using the zig-zag scan. 
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Selection Value 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

to tailor the total bits generated by the encoder, and the 
quality of the decoded images, to the needs of the particular 
application. 

Prediction 
no prediction 

A 
C 
B 

A+B-C 
A+(C-B)/2 
C+(A-B)/2 

2)  JPEG Lossless Coding Mode: 
Lossless compression of images or video is an important 

aspect of the JPEG coding standard to ensure exact recovery 
of every source image pixel. JPEG has chosen a simple 
predictive method, as already outlined in Section 111, to 
achieve lossless coding of images. This method is wholly 
independent of the DCT method described above. The main 
processing steps for lossless encoding of images consist of 
prediction and entropy coding, combined with a run-length 
coding method. Each input source image line is scanned 
from left to right and a predictor according to Fig. 3(a) 
combines the values of up to three neighboring pixels (A, 
B, and C). One of seven possible predictors listed in Table 1 
can be selected to adapt the prediction to the statistics of 
the actual images. The prediction error is then entropy 
coded. Although the method employed with the lossless 
JPEG coders is rather simple to implement, typically a 
compression ratio of around 2:l can be achieved for color 
images with moderately complex scenes. 

3)  JPEG Extended Modes: 
The DCT based “baseline” method for lossy coding and 

the simple predictive method to achieve lossless compres- 
sion are the two most widely used JPEG algorithms for 
coding of still images and video. However, JPEG has 
standardized a large variety of tools comprising a “toolbox” 
to suit the different needs of diverse applications. Upon the 
many different techniques standardized two layered coding 
schemes are worth mentioning: 

Progressive DCT-Based Method: This method provides 
the possibility to progressively built up image quality at the 
receiver. This technique is suitable for, e.g., transmission of 
images over low bit rate channels, where the receiver can 
obtain lower quality images quickly by decoding only parts 
of the total bit stream. The method is similar to the baseline 
method but makes use of the interpolation property of the 
DCT. For each DCT block the quantized DCT coefficient 
values are partially encoded in multiple scans. Only low 
frequency DCT coefficients are decoded for each block to 
reconstruct the images at reduced quality. 

Hierarchical Method: This layered coding technique en- 
ables the user to decode images at reduced spatial resolution 

by extracting and decoding only parts of the bit stream. 
The method is useful if the receiver is either not interested 
or not capable to display the images at original spatial 
resolution. Possible applications are the decoding of very 
high resolution images for display on smaller resolution 
terminals. The method is based on “pyramidal” encoding 
of images in which each encoding stage has a source image 
of different spatial resolution encoded into a layer [43]. At 
the lowest resolution layer a low spatial resolution versions 
of the original images is encoded. The higher resolution 
layers encode refinement information. 

B. H.261-A Video Coding Standard for  ISDN 
Visual Telephony Applications 

The CCITT “Specialist Group on Coding for Visual 
Telephony” was given the task to standardize a video coding 
algorithm to support audiovisual teleservices on ISDN, 
including videophone and videoconferencing applications. 
The resulting Recommendation H.261 video coding algo- 
rithm was designed and optimized for low target bit rate 
applications suitable for transmission of color video over 
ISDN at p x 64 kb/s with low delay; here p specifies an 
integer number with values between 1 and 30 to allow trans- 
mission over more than one ISDN channel [33]. Although 
the H.261 video coding standard was developed before the 
JPEG standard, both algorithms feature common elements. 
The H.261 standard specifies a Hybrid DCTlDPCM coding 
algorithm with motion compensation-which can be seen as 
a straightforward extension of the JPEG baseline algorithm 
towards interframe coding. 

For an H.261 video coder the input video source consists 
of noninterlaced color frames of either CIF or quarter CIF 
(QCIF) format and a frame rate of 29.97 frames per second. 
Notice, that the CIF format specifies frames with 352 x 288 
active luminance pixels ( Y )  and 176 x 144 pixels for each 
chrominance band (U or V), each pixel represented with 8 
b. H.261 compatible decoders must be able to operate with 
QCIF frames-the CIF fc-mat is optional. 

1)  H.261 Hybrid DCT/DPCM Coding Scheme: 
As outlined in Fig. 8(a) the H.261 coding algorithm 

encodes the first frame in a video sequence in intraframe 
coding mode (I-picture). Each subsequent frame is coded 
using interframe prediction (P-pictures)--only data from 
the nearest previously coded frame is used for prediction. 
Similar to the JPEG baseline coder the H.261 algorithm 
processes the frames of a video sequence block-based. 
Each color input frame in a video sequence is partitioned 
into nonoverlapping “macroblocks” as depicted in Fig. 8(b). 
Each macroblock contains blocks of data from both lu- 
minance and co-sited chrominance bands-four luminance 
blocks (Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4) and two chrominance blocks (U, V), 
each with size 8 x 8 pels. 

The block diagram of the hybrid DCTlDPCM H.261 
encoder and decoder structure is depicted in Fig. 9. The 
previously coded frame N -  1 is stored in a frame store (FS) 
in both encoder and decoder. Motion compensation (MC) 
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Fig. 8. (a) Illustration of I-pictures (I) and P-pictures (P) in a 
video sequence. P-pictures are coded using motion compensated 
prediction based on the nearest previous frame. Each frame is di- 
vided into disjoint “macroblocks” (MB). (b) With each macroblock 
(MB), information related to four luminance blocks (Yl, Y2, Y3, 
Y4) and two chrominance blocks (U, V )  is coded. Each block 
contains 8 x 8 pels. 

HYBRID DCT/D!JCM CODING SCHEME 

ENCODER DECODER 

Fig. 9. 
and decoder structure. 

Block diagram of the H.261 Hybrid DCT/DPCM encoder 

is performed on a macroblock basis-only one motion 
vector is estimated between frame N and frame N-1 
for a particular macroblock to be encoded. The motion 
compensated prediction error is calculated by subtracting 
each pel in a macroblock with its motion shifted counterpart 
in the previous frame. A 8 x 8 DCT is then applied to 
each of the 8 x 8 blocks contained in the macroblock 
followed by quantization (Q) of the DCT coefficients with 
subsequent run-length coding and entropy coding (VLC). A 
video buffer (VB) is needed to ensure that a constant target 
bit rate output is produced by the encoder. The quantization 
stepsize (sz) can be adjusted for each macroblock in a 
frame to achieve a given target bit rate and to avoid buffer 
overflow and underflow [34]. 

The decoder uses the reverse process to reproduce a 
macroblock of frame N at the receiver. After decoding 
the variable length words (VLD) contained in the video 
decoder buffer (VB) the pixel values of the prediction 
error are reconstructed (Q*-, and DCT- ‘-operations). The 
motion compensated pixels from the previous frame N- 1 
contained in the frame store (FS) are added to the prediction 
error to recover the particular macroblock of frame N .  

2) Conditional Replenishment: 
The H.261 coding standard is optimized to encode video- 

phone and videoconferencing scenes at low bit rates (>64 
kb/s) with sufficient quality. An essential feature supported 
by the coding scheme is the possibility to update mac- 
roblock information at the decoder only if needed-if the 
content of the macroblock has changed in comparison 
to the content of the same macroblock in the previous 
frame (conditional macroblock replenishment). The key for 
efficient coding of video sequences at low bit rates is the 
selection of appropriate prediction modes to achieve Con- 
ditional Replenishment [34]. Basically the H.261 standard 
distincts between three different macroblock coding types 
(MB types): 

Not coded MB-prediction from previous frame with 
zero motion vector. No information about the macroblock 
is coded nor transmitted to the receiver. 
Inter MB-motion compensated prediction from the pre- 
vious frame is used. The MB type, the MB address and, 
if required, the motion vector, the DCT coefficients and 
quantization stepsize are transmitted. 
Intra MB-no prediction is used from the previous frame 
(intraframe prediction only). Only the MB type, the 
MB address and the DCT coefficients and quantization 
stepsize are transmitted to the receiver. 

C. MPEG-I-A Generic Standard for Coding 
of Moving Pictures and Associated Digital Storage 
Audio for Media at up to about 1.5 Mb/s 

The video compression technique developed by MPEG- 1 
covers many applications from interactive systems on CD- 
ROM to the delivery of video over telecommunications 
networks. Similar to JPEG, the MPEG-1 video coding 
standard is thought to be generic. To support the wide 
range of applications profiles a diversity of input param- 
eters including flexible picture size and frame rate can be 
specified by the user. MPEG has recommended a constraint 
parameter set: Every MPEG-1 compatible decoder must be 
able to support at least video source parameters up to TV 
size: including a minimum number of 720 pixels per line, 
a minimum number of 576 lines per picture, a minimum 
frame rate of 30 frames/s and a minimum bit rate of 1.86 
Mb/s. The standard video input consists of a noninterlaced 
video picture format. It should be noted that by no means 
the application of MPEG-I is limited to this constrained 
parameter set. 

The MPEG-1 video algorithm has been developed with 
respect to the JPEG and H.261 activities. It was seeked 
to retain a large degree of commonalty with the CCITT 
H.261 standard so that implementations supporting both 
standards were plausible. However, MPEG- 1 was primarily 
targeted for multimedia CD-ROM applications, requiring 
additional functionality supported by both encoder and 
decoder. Important features provided by MPEG- 1 include 
frame based random access of video, fast forwara7fast 
reverse (FF/FR) searches through compressed bit streams, 
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MAIN 
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Fig. 10. I-pictures (I), P-pictures (P), and B-pictures (B) used 
in a MPEG-I video sequence. B-pictures can be coded using 
motion compensated prediction based on the two nearest already 
coded frames (either I-picture or P-picture). The arrangement of 
the picture coding types within the video sequence is flexible to 
suit the needs of diverse applications. The direction for prediction 
is indicated in the figure. 

Parameters 
1920 samplesfline 
1152. lines/frame 
60 framesls 
80 Mb/s 
1440 samplesfline 
1152 linedframe 
60 framesls 
60 Mb/s 
720 samplesfline 
576 linedframe 
30 framesh 
15 Mbls 
352 samplesfline 
288 lines/frame 
30 framesls 

reverse playback of video, and editability of the compressed 
bit stream. 

1) MPEG-1 Interframe Coding Scheme: 

The basic MPEG-1 video compression technique is al- 
most identical to the H.261 hybrid DCTDPCM block-based 
scheme including macroblock structure, motion compensa- 
tion and conditional replenishment, as already outlined in 
Figs. 8 and 9. However, to incorporate the requirements 
for storage media and to further explore the significant ad- 
vantages of motion compensation and motion interpolation, 
the concept of I-pictures and B-pictures (bidirectional pre- 
dictedhidirectional interpolated pictures) was introduced by 
MPEG-1. This concept is depicted in Fig. 10 for a group 
of consecutive pictures in a video sequence. Three types of 
pictures are considered: Intrapictures (I-pictures) are coded 
without reference to other pictures contained in the video 
sequence, as already introduced in the context of the H.261 
standard. I-pictures allow access points for random access 
and FFFR functionality in the bit stream but achieve only 
low compression. Interframe predicted pictures (P-pictures) 
are coded with reference to the nearest previously coded 
frame (either I-picture or P-picture) usually incorporating 
motion compensation to increase coding efficiency. Since 
P-pictures are usually used as reference for prediction 
for future or past frames they provide no suitable access 
points for random access functionality or editability. Bidi- 
rectional predictedinterpolated pictures (B-pictures) require 
both past and future frames as references. To achieve high 
compression, motion compensation can be employed based 
on the nearest past and future P-pictures or I-pictures. 
B-pictures themselves are never used as references. 

The user can arrange the picture types in a video sequence 
with a high degree of flexibility to suit diverse applications 
requirements. As a general rule, a video sequence coded 
using I-pictures only (I I I I I I ...) allows the highest 
degree of random access and editability but achieves only 
low compression. A sequence coded with a regular I-picture 

update and no B-pictures (i.e., I P P P P P P I P P P P 
...) achieves moderate compression and a certain degree 
of random access and FF/FR functionality. Incorporation 
of all three pictures types, i.e., depicted in Fig. 10 (I B B 
P B B P B B I B B P . . .), may achieve high compression 
and good random access and FFFR functionality but also 
increases the coding delay significantly. This delay may not 
be tolerable for, e.g., videotelephony or videoconferencing 
applications. 

2 )  Coding of Interlaced Video Sources: 

The standard video input format for MPEG-1 is non- 
interlaced. However, coding of interlaced color television 
with both 525 and 625 lines at 29.97 and 25 frames/% 
respectively, is an important application for the MPEG-1 
standard. A suggestion for coding Rec .601 digital color 
television signals has been made by MPEG-1 based on 
the conversion of the interlaced source to a progressive 
intermediate format. In essence, only one horizontally sub- 
sampled field of each interlaced video input frame is 
encoded, i.e., the subsampled odd field. At the receiver the 
even field is predicted from the decoded and horizontally 
interpolated odd field for display, similar to the method 
already described in Fig. 3(b). The necessary preprocessing 
steps required prior to encoding and the post-processing 
required after decoding are described in detail in the In- 
formative Annex of the MPEG- 1 International Standard 
document [22]. 

D. MPEG-2 and ITU-T-H.262 Standards f o r  Generic 
Coding of Moving Pictures and Associated Audio 

Worldwide MPEG-1 is developing into an important and 
successful video coding standard with an increasing number 
of products becoming available on the market. A key factor 
for this success is the generic structure of the standard 
supporting a broad range of applications and applications 
specific parameters. However, MPEG continued its stan- 
dardization efforts in 1991 with a second phase (MPEG-2) 
to provide a video coding solution for applications not 
successfully covered or envisaged by the MPEG-1 standard. 
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Specifically, MPEG-2 was given the charter to provide 
video quality not lower than NTSC/PAL and up to CCIR 
601 quality. Emerging applications, such as digital cable 
TV distribution, networked database services via ATM, 
digital VTR applications, and satellite and terrestrial digital 
broadcasting distribution, were seen to benefit from the 
increased quality expected to result from the new MPEG-2 
standardization phase. Work was carried out in collabo- 
ration with the ITU-T SG 15 Experts Group for ATM 
Video Coding and in 1994 the MPEG-2 Draft International 
Standard was released. The specification of the standard is 
intended to be generic-hence the standard aims to facilitate 
the bit stream interchange among different applications, 
transmission and storage media. It is expected that the 
ITU-T Experts Group for ATM Video Coding will adapt 
the MPEG-2 International Standard, thus the ITU-T H.262 
standard for ATM Video Coding will be identical or at least 
very similar to MPEG-2. 

Basically MPEG-2 can be seen as a superset of the 
MPEG-1 coding standard and was designed to be back- 
ward compatible to MPEG- l--every MPEG-2 compatible 
decoder can decode a valid MPEG- 1 bitstream. Many video 
coding algorithms were integrated into a single syntax to 
meet the diverse applications requirements. New coding 
features were added by MPEG-2 to achieve sufficient func- 
tionality and quality, thus prediction modes were developed 
to support efficient coding of interlaced video. In addition 
scalable video coding extensions were introduced to pro- 
vide additional functionality, such as embedded coding of 
digital TV and HDTV, and graceful quality degradation in 
the presence of transmission errors. 

However, implementation of the full syntax may not be 
practical for most applications. MPEG-2 has introduced the 
concept of “Profiles” and “Levels” to stipulate conformance 
between equipment not supporting the full implementation. 
Profiles and Levels provide a means for defining subsets 
of the syntax and thus the decoder capabilities required to 
decode a particular bit stream. This concept is illustrated 
in Tables 2 and 3. 

Algorithms 
Supports all functionality provided by the Spatial Scalable Profile plus the provision to support 
. 3 layers with the S N R  and Spatial scalable coding modes 
. 4:2:2 YUV-representation for improved quality requirements 
Supports all functionality provided by the SNR Scalable Profile plus an algorithm for: 
. Spatial scalable coding (2 layers allowed) 
. 4:2:0 Y UV-representation 
Supports all functionality provided by the MAIN Profile plus an algorithm for: 
. SNR scalable coding (2 layers allowed) 
. 4:2:0 YUV-representation 
Nonscalable coding algorithm supporting functionality for: 
. coding interlaced video 
. random access 
. B-picture prediction modes 
. 4:2:0 YUV-representation 
Incudes all functionality provided by the MAIN Profile but 
. does not support B-picture prediction modes 
. 4:2:0 YUV-representation 

As a general rule, each Profile defines a new set of algo- 
rithms added as a superset to the algorithms in the Profile 
below. A Level specifies the range of the parameters that 
are supported by the implementation (i.e., image size, frame 
rate, and bit rates). The MPEG-2 core algorithm at MAIN 
Profile features nonscalable coding of both progressive and 
interlaced video sources. It is expected that most MPEG-2 
implementations will at least conform to the MAIN Profile 
at MAIN Level which supports nonscalable coding of 
digital video with approximately digital TV parameters-a 
maximum sample density of 720 samples per line and 576 
lines per frame, a maximum frame rate of 30 frame& and 
a maximum bit rate of 15 Mb/s. 

1 )  MPEG-2 Nonscalable Coding Modes: 
The MPEG-2 algorithm defined in the MAIN Profile is 

a straightforward extension of the MPEG-1 coding scheme 
to accommodate coding of interlaced video, while retaining 
the full range of functionality provided by MPEG-1. Identi- 
cal to the MPEG-1 standard, the MPEG-2 coding algorithm 
is based on the general Hybrid DCTDPCM coding scheme 
as outlined in Fig. 9, incorporating a macroblock structure, 
motion compensation and coding modes for conditional 
replenishment of macroblocks. The concept of I-pictures, 
P-pictures, and B-pictures as introduced in Fig. 10 is fully 
retained in MPEG-2 to achieve efficient motion prediction 
and to assist random access functionality. Notice that the 
algorithm defined with the MPEG-2 SIMPLE Profile is 
basically identical with the one in the MAIN Profile, except 
that no B-picture prediction modes are allowed at the 
encoder. Thus the additional implementation complexity 
and the additional frame stores necessary for the decoding 
of B-pictures are not required for MPEG-2 decoders only 
conforming to the SIMPLE Profile. 

Field and Frame Pictures: MPEG-2 has introduced the 
concept of frame pictures and field pictures along with 
particular frame prediction and field prediction modes to 
accommodate coding of progressive and interlaced video. 
For interlaced sequences it is assumed that the coder input 
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Fig. 11. The concept of field-pictures and an example of possible 
field prediction. The top fields and the bottom fields are coded 
separately. However, each bottom field is coded using motion 
compensated interfield prediction based on the previously coded 
top field. The top fields are coded using motion compensated 
interfield prediction based on either the previously coded top field 
or based on the previously coded bottom field. This concept can 
be extended to incorporate B-pictures. 

consists of a series of odd (top) and even (bottom) fields 
that are separated in time by a field period. Two fields 
of a frame may be coded separately (field pictures, see 
Fig. 11). In this case each field is separated into adjacent 
nonoverlapping macroblocks and the DCT is applied on a 
field basis. Alternatively two fields may be coded together 
as a frame (frame pictures) similar to conventional coding 
of progressive video sequences. Here, consecutive lines of 
top and bottom fields are simply merged to form a frame. 
Notice, that both frame pictures and field pictures can be 
used in a single video sequence. 

Field and Frame Prediction: New motion compensated 
field prediction modes were introduced by MPEG-2 to 
efficiently encode field pictures and frame pictures. An 
example of this new concept is illustrated simplified in 
Fig. 11 for an interlaced video sequence, here assumed to 
contain only three field pictures and no B-pictures. In field 
prediction, predictions are made independently for each 
field by using data from one or more previously decoded 
field, i.e., for a top field a prediction may be obtained 
from either a previously decoded top field (using motion 
compensated prediction) or from the previously decoded 
bottom field belonging to the same picture (this technique 
is similar to the interfield prediction already outlined in 
Fig. 3). Generally the interfield prediction from the decoded 
field in the same picture is prefered if no motion occurs 
between fields. An indication which reference field is used 
for prediction is transmitted with the bit stream. Within a 
field picture all predictions are field predictions. 

Frame prediction forms a prediction for a frame picture 
based on one or more previously decoded frames. In a frame 
picture either field or frame predictions may be used and 
the particular prediction mode prefered can be selected on 
a macroblock-by-macroblock basis. It must be understood, 
however, that the fields and frames from which predictions 
are made may have themselves been decoded as either field 
or frame pictures. 

MPEG-2 has introduced new motion compensation 
modes to efficiently explore temporal redundancies between 
fields, namely the “Dual Prime” prediction and the motion 
compensation based on 16 x 8 blocks. A discussion of 
these methods is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Chrominance Formats: MPEG-2 has specified additional 
Y : U : V luminance and chrominance subsampling ratio 
formats to assist and enfoster applications with highest 
video quality requirements. Next to the 4:2:0 format already 
supported by MPEG-1 the specification of MPEG-2 is 
extended to 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 formats suitable for studio video 
coding applications. 

2)  MPEG-2 Scalable Coding Extensions: 
The scalability tools standardized by MPEG-2 support 

applications beyond those addressed by the basic MAIN 
Profile coding algorithm. The intention of scalable coding is 
to provide interoperability between different services and to 
flexibly support receivers with different display capabilities. 
Receivers either not capable or willing to reconstruct the 
full resolution video can decode subsets of the layered 
bit stream to display video at lower spatial or temporal 
resolution or with lower quality. Another important purpose 
of scalable coding is to provide a layered video bit stream 
which is amenable for prioritized transmission. The main 
challenge here is to reliably deliver video signals in the 
presence of channel errors, such as cell loss in ATM 
based transmission networks or co-channel interference in 
terrestrial digital broadcasting. 

Flexibly supporting multiple resolutions is of particular 
interest for interworking between HDTV and standard 
definition television (SDTV), in which case it is impor- 
tant for the HDTV receiver to be compatible with the 
SDTV product. Compatibility can be achieved by means 
of scalable coding of the HDTV source and the wasteful 
transmission of two independent bit streams to the HDTV 
and SDTV receivers can be avoided. Other important 
applications for scalable coding include video database 
browsing and multiresolution playback of video in mul- 
timedia environments. 

Fig. 12 depicts the general philosophy of a multiscale 
video coding scheme. Here two layers are provided, each 
layer supporting video at a different scale, i.e., a multires- 
olution representation can be achieved by downscaling the 
input video signal into a lower resolution video (downsam- 
pling spatially or temporally). The downscaled version is 
encoded into a base layer bit stream with reduced bit rate. 
The upscaled reconstructed base layer video (upsampled 
spatially or temporally) is used as a prediction for the 
coding of the original input video signal. The prediction 
error is encoded into an enhancement layer bit stream. 
If a receiver is either not capable or willing to display 
the full quality video, a downscaled video signal can be 
reconstructed by only decoding the base layer bit stream. 
It is important to notice, however, that the display of the 
video at highest resolution with reduced quality is also 
possible by only decoding the lower bit rate base layer. 
Thus scalable coding can be used to encode video with a 
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Fig. 12. Scalable coding of video. 

suitable bit rate allocated to each layer in order to meet 
specific bandwidth requirements of transmission channels 
or storage media. Browsing through video data bases and 
transmission of video over heterogeneous networks are 
applications expected to benefit from this functionality. 

During the MPEG-2 standardization phase it was found 
impossible to develop one generic scalable coding scheme 
capable to suit all of the diverse applications requirements 
envisaged. While some applications are constricted to low 
implementation complexity, others call for very high coding 
efficiency. As a consequence MPEG-2 has standardized 
three scalable coding schemes: SNR (quality) scalability, 
spatial scalability, and temporal scalability4--each of them 
targeted to assist applications with particular requirements. 
The scalability tools provide algorithmic extensions to the 
nonscalable scheme defined in the MAIN profile. It is 
possible to combine different scalability tools into a hy- 
brid coding scheme, i.e., interoperability between services 
with different spatial resolutions and frame rates can be 
supported by means of combining the spatial scalability 
and the temporal scalability tool into a hybrid layered 
coding scheme. Interoperability between HDTV and SDTV 
services can be provided along with a certain resilience 
to channel errors by combining the spatial scalability ex- 
tensions with the SNR scalability tool [26]. The MPEG-2 
syntax supports up to three different scalable layers. 

SNR Scalability: This tool has been primarily developed 
to provide graceful degradation (quality scalability) of the 
video quality in prioritized transmission media. If the base 
layer can be protected from transmission errors, a version 
of the video with gracefully reduced quality can be obtained 
by decoding the base layer signal only. The algorithm used 
to achieve graceful degradation is based on a frequency 
(DCT-domain) scalability technique and has considerable 
similarity with the JPEG Progressive DCT-based method, 
outlined in Section IV-A. Both layers in Fig. 12 encode 
the video signal at the same spatial resolution. At the base 

4When this paper was written, the temporal scalability tool was stan- 
dardized but was not allocated to any specific MPEG-2 profile. 

layer the DCT coefficients are coarsely quantized to achieve 
moderate image quality at reduced bit rate. The enhance- 
ment layer encodes the difference between the nonquantized 
DCT-coefficients and the quantized coefficients from the 
base layer with finer quantization stepsize. The method is 
implemented as a simple and straightforward extension to 
the MAIN Profile MPEG-2 coder and achieves excellent 
coding efficiency. 

It is also possible to use this method to obtain video 
with lower spatial resolution at the receiver. If the decoder 
selects the lowest N x N DCT coefficients from the base 
layer bit stream, nonstandard inverse DCT's of size N x N 
can be used to reconstruct the video at reduced spatial 
resolution [37], [38]. However, depending on the encoder 
and decoder implementations the lowest layer downscaled 
video may be subject to drift [39], [401. 

Spatial Scalability: This has been developed to support 
displays with different spatial resolutions at the re- 
ceiver-lower spatial resolution video can be reconstructed 
from the base layer. This functionality is useful for many 
applications including embedded coding for HDTVRV 
systems, allowing a migration from a digital TV service to 
higher spatial resolution HDTV services [25], [26], [42]. 
The algorithm is based on a classical pyramidal approach 
for progressive image coding [41], [43]. Spatial scalability 
can flexibly support a wide range of spatial resolutions but 
adds considerable implementation complexity to the MAIN 
profile coding scheme. 

Temporal Scalability: This tool was developed with an 
aim similar to spatial scalability-different frame rates can 
be supported with a layered bit stream suitable for receivers 
with different frame rate display capabilities. Layering 
is achieved by providing a temporal prediction for the 
enhancement layer based on coded video from the base 
layer. 

Data Partitioning: This is intended to assist with error 
concealment in the presence of transmission or channel 
errors in ATM, terrestrial broadcast or magnetic recording 
environments. Because the tool can be entirely used as a 
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post-processing and preprocessing tool to any single layer 
coding scheme it has not been formally standardized with 
MPEG-2, but is referenced in the informative Annex of the 
MPEG-2 DIS document [25]. The algorithm is, similar to 
the SNR scalability tool, based on the separation of DCT- 
coefficients and is implemented with very low complexity 
compared to the other scalable coding schemes. To provide 
error protection, the coded DCT-coefficients in the bit 
stream are simply separated and transmitted in two layers 
with different error likelihood. 

E. CCIR 723-Digital Coding of Component Television 
Signals for  Contribution-Quality Applications 
at Bit Rates in the Range 3 4 4 5  Mb/s 

The CCIR 723 standard specifies a hybrid DCTDPCM 
coding scheme with motion compensation, similar to the 
techniques described above. However, this standard is not 
generic and the only target application envisaged is the con- 
tribution of TV pictures according to CCIR Rec. 601, pre- 
serving sufficient image quality for limited post-production 
purposes. 

The codec is optimized for coding of interlaced TV 
signals at high bit rates and uses a field-picture structure 
only. An intrafield coding mode is employed for prediction 
as well as two interfield modes with and without motion 
compensated prediction respectively. The modes are se- 
lected on a macroblock basis. macroblocks consist of two 8 
x 8 luminance blocks and two 8 x 8 chrominance blocks 
for the CR and CB components. The selection criteria 
as well as macroblock refreshing procedures (by forced 
intrafield coding) are not specified. 

In pure intrafield mode, blocks of 8 x 8 pels are directly 
DCT transformed, quantized and VLC encoded. In the 
interfield prediction mode without motion compensation 
a temporal prediction is performed between two adjacent 
fields (using a x = (E+F)/2 predictor as outlined in Fig. 3) 
and the prediction error is DCT transformed and coded. 
The motion compensated interfield mode employs motion 
compensated prediction based on the last previously coded 
field. Similar to the video coding standards introduced 
above, a perceptual weighting of the DCT coefficients 
according to a visibility matrix can be performed to explore 
subjective redundancies in the video data. 

F. CCIR 721-Transmission of Component-Coded 
Digital Television Signals for  Contribution-Quality 
Applications at Bit Rates Near 140 Mb/s 

As the CCIR 723 standard, the CCIR 721 coding scheme 
is intended for contribution of CCIR-601 interlaced TV 
signals, aiming at very high quality. The codec operates 
on a field-picture structure and only employs one spatial 
prediction mode. Thus only a low compression performance 
can be achieved and consequently the codec operates at 
a very high bit rate around 140 Mb/s for coding of TV 
signals with almost “lossless” quality. Advantages of the 
CCIR 721 coding scheme are the low complexity for the 
implementation of both encoder and decoder and the high 

degree of random access functionality achieved. Due to 
the field-structure and the pure intrafield coding mode 
employed, every field within a video sequence can be 
accessed and decoded separately, to assist video post- 
processing in the studio. 

Fixed two-dimensional prediction (z = ( A  + B)/2 as 
related to Fig. 3(a)) is applied to both the luminance and 
color-difference components within a field. A nonadaptive 
hybrid DPCM scheme, known as Van Buul technique [29], 
in combination with folded quantizers as proposed by 
Bostelmann [30] form the main elements of the coding 
scheme. Nonlinear quantization using 6 bitsample results 
in a video bit rate of 124 416 kb/s for CCIR Rec. 601 
input material. The video data is multiplexed with audio and 
ancillary data and transmitted in a so-called TV container 
with a data rate of 138 240 kb/s. This TV-container fits into 
a channel framing according to CCITT Recommendations 
G.751 and G.707-G.709. This standard is not generic at 
all and, in contrast to all standards mentioned above, both 
encoder and decoder are fully specified. 

G. H.  120-Codecs for Videoconferencing Using 
Primary Digital Group Transmission 

The H.120 standard specifies coding schemes targeted for 
the compression of interlaced TV signals for videoconfer- 
encing applications. The H. 120 Recommendation consists 
of three parts: Part 1 specifying a codec for transmission of 
video with 625 lines150 Hz and targeted for 2 Mb/s, Part 3 
aiming for 525 lines160 Hz systems for transmission with 
1.5 Mb/s and Part 2 specifies a codec for 625 lines150 Hz 
and 525 lines160 Hz systems at 1.5 Mb/s. 

The Part 1 algorithm uses “Conditional Replenishment,” 
where only those areas detected as moving are DPCM 
coded using spatial prediction (z = ( A  + 0 ) / 2  for Y 
components and x = A for U and V components, see 
Fig. 3). Additional techniques used are vertical subsampling 
before coding (to 143 linedfield) and adaptive horizontal 
and field subsampling in the case of buffer overflow. 

The Part 2 coding scheme is specified to support 525 
lines160 Hz TV systems but is otherwise identical to the 
Part 1 algorithm-therefore interoperability between Part 1 
and Part 2 encoders and decoders is possible. To achieve 
compatibility between the two schemes, the 525 lines input 
pictures are vertically subsampled to 143 linedfield (as 
for the Part 1 codec) and every 6th field is omitted. 
In the 525-line, 60 Hz decoder the missing fields are 
reconstructed using temporal interpolation. Additionally, 
the Part 2 encoder uses a recursive temporal prefilter for 
noise reduction in order to increase the coding efficiency. 

The Part 3 algorithm employs a predictive coding scheme 
with three possible prediction modes: Motion compensated 
interfield prediction can be used to encode nonmoving 
and slowly moving areas (the motion vector search area 
supported is +/-15 pels horizontally and +/-7 lines 
vertically). A background prediction mode suitable for 
detecting uncovered background using data from a back- 
ground memory can be employed. An intrafield prediction 
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mode can be used for coding of rapidly moving areas (using 
a simple spatial predictor z = A see Fig. 3). 

The prediction modes are selected on a pel-by-pel basis 
without transmitting side information but by using control 
signals from the previous pel and the previous line. One 
motion vector is transmitted for blocks of 16 pels x 8 lines. 
The quantized prediction errors and the motion vectors are 
run-length and VLC coded. Altogether five coding modes 
including spatial and temporal subsampling are provided, 
which can be selected on a block, block-line, or field basis. 

H. MPEG-4 and ITU-TS Experts Groups for  
Coding of Video at Very Low Bit Rates 

Recent developments in telecommunications technolo- 
gies and multimedia systems have prompted the demand 
for coding of audiovisual information at very low bit rates 
(5-64 kb/s) for storage and transmission. It is generally 
expected, that the delivery of video information over exist- 
ing and future low-bandwidth communication networks will 
become increasingly important, such as audiovisual services 
operating over mobile radio networks as well as the PSTN. 
However, the success of these services in the market place 
will depend on the ability to encode video at very low bit 
rates with sufficient image quality. Existing video coding 
standards (e.g., H.261 or MPEG-1) have been optimized to 
achieve good video quality at bit rates higher than 64 kb/s. 
Accordingly the video quality provided by these algorithms 
is not sufficient for the applications envisaged at very low 
bit rates. 

The ITU-TS Experts Group for Very Low Bit Rate Visual 
Telephony (ITU-TS is the former CCITT SG XV) has 
started activities in 1993 and has targeted its work into 
two areas: Near term work is directed towards a Rec. 
H.263 coding algorithm and a long term effort towards a 
H.263L coding scheme. It is expected that the first Rec. 
H.263 standards draft will be frozen in early 1995. To 
meet the rather short time schedule requirement the H.263 
video coding algorithm will be an extension of Rec. H.261. 
However, to adapt H.261 for the videophone applications at 
very low bit rates between 9.6 kbls . . . 28.8 kb/s, a number 
of significant changes will be required. Changes discussed 
at present include extended motion compensation accuracy 
and smaller motion vector search window sizes compared 
to H.261. The ITU work to develop Rec. H.263L is being 
accomplished in close collaboration with the IS0  MPEG-4 
activity. 

IS0  MPEG-4 started its standardization activities in July 
1993 with the charter to develop a generic video coding 
algorithm mainly targeted for a wide range of low bit 
rate multimedia applications. In contrast to the near term 
solution envisaged by the ITU-TS group, it is planned to 
incorporate new important multimedia functionalities into 
the MPEG-4 video coding standard and to finalize the 
MPEG-4 international standard in late 1998. The addi- 
tional functionalities attempt to provide a high degree of 
interactivity, interoperability, and flexibility needed to sup- 
port universal accessability and portability of compressed 
audio and video between emerging future television and 

computer and telecommunications multimedia applications. 
Additional functionalities envisioned attempt to provide: 

Sufficient temporal random access for very low bitrate 
audio and video. 
The ability to manipulate or edit the content of au- 
diovisual sequences (segments of arbitrary shape in 
images) in the compressed domain without the need 
for transcoding. 
Enhanced scalability features to support various mul- 
timedia applications that face continuously varying 
bandwidth, and to efficiently support software decod- 
ing of video. 
Content-based multimedia data access tools to assist 
indexing, hyperlinking, querying, browsing, uploading, 
downloading, and deleting of audiovisual content in 
sequences on the bitstream level. 
Coding of multiple concurrent data streams to assist 
coding of multiple views/soundtracks of a scene effi- 
ciently. 
Efficient methods for combining synthetic scenes with 
natural scenes on the bitstream level (e.g., text and 
graphics overlays). 
Robustness in error-prone environments (e.g., targeted 
for applications over a variety of mobile, wireless, and 
wired networks). 

To accomplish these objectives it is expected that a 
significant change in the video source model is required. A 
“Call for Proposals” for suitable coding schemes is issued 
for late 1995 and a competitive test is planned to evaluate 
the efficiency, robustness, and flexibility of the coding 
schemes proposed based on a large variety of video source 
material. A wide range of algorithms are currently discussed 
as possible candidates for the future MPEG-4 and H.263L 
standards. Many of the algorithms are based on so-called 
“second generation coding techniques” [45]-e.g., object 
based coding schemes [46], model based coding techniques 
[47], and segmentation based coding schemes [48]. Many of 
the schemes divert significantly from the successful hybrid 
DCT/DPCM coding concept employed in the current H.261, 
MPEG-1, and MPEG-2 standards. 

V. DISCUSSION 
International standardization in image coding has made 

a remarkable evolution from a committee driven process 
dominated by Telecoms and broadcasters to a market driven 
process incorporating industries, Telecoms, network op- 
erators, satellite operators, broadcasters, and research in- 
stitutes. With this evolution also the actual work of the 
standardization bodies has changed considerably and has 
evolved from discussion circles of national delegations into 
international collaborative R&D activities. The standardiza- 
tion process has become significantly more efficient and 
faster-the reason is that standardization has to follow 
the accelerated speed of technology development because 
otherwise standards are in danger to be obsolete before they 
are agreed upon by the standardization bodies. 
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The benefits of standardization activities have been rec- 
ognized worldwide-and with this recognition the basic 
philosophy behind standardization has changed. Early stan- 
dards such as H.120 and CCIR 721 used to be designed to 
meet the requirements for mainly one application, whereas 
with recent standards such as JPEG, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 
generic algorithms were targeted. Consequently these stan- 
dards can find a wider range of applications and therefore 
have the potential to lead to an economy of scale. 

In the telecommunications world, international standards 
are most important because communication on an inter- 
national scale is impossible without interoperability of 
equipment from different manufacturers and vendors. In 
other areas, such as consumer electronics or broadcast- 
ing, video coding standards seem less important. However 
industries involved in manufacturing video communica- 
tion equipment can benefit significantly. Here, international 
standardization creates a wider market for compatible video 
coding technololgy with large production numbers of VLSI 
chips and related communication equipment-and therefore 
again to economy of scale. The consumer benefits from 
the interoperability of the diverse equipment on the market 
and from the increased accessibility to a broader range of 
image and video material on storage media. Thus video 
communications technology becomes more attractive and 
innovative for the consumer market which results, in return, 
in an increased demand for video equipment. 

It has to be understood that video coding standards 
have to rely on compromises between what is theoretically 
possible and what is technologically feasible. Standards 
can only be successful in the market place if the cost- 
performance ratio is well balanced. This is specifically 
true in the field of image and video coding where a large 
variety of innovative coding algorithms exist, but may be 
too complex for implementation with state-of-the-art VLSI 
technology. 

Looking at the acceptance of coding standards we ob- 
serve that the early standards have been less successful than 
the more recent ones. Certainly the technology development 
related to the areas of coding, transmission and storage of 
video and related to VLSI design has been a major factor 
in this respect. 

The H.120 standard was not successful because it could 
not be established as a unique worldwide standard and also 
because the price-performance ratio was not adequate: the 
costs for the codec equipment and the costs to deliver 
the video with the relatively high data rate required for 
transmission were too high to find acceptance. 

The H.261 standard was intended to lower at least the 
transmission costs by giving the freedom to the costumer 
to choose between video quality and transmission costs. 
However, at the time the standard was issued only a poor 
spread of ISDN connections was available and the costs for 
implementation of the video coding equipment was high 
due to the limited performance of the VLSI technology. 
Meanwhile the spread of ISDN has grown considerably and 
the advances in technology allow more economic imple- 
mentations. However, there is a danger that H.261 might 

. 

become obsolete due to the advent of MPEG-1, which 
offers a higher functionality and efficiency. Unfortunately 
video telephony and multipoint teleconferencing are the 
only services targeted by H.261. This limited applicability 
may hinder the success of the H.261 standard because the 
two services envisaged can also be covered by the MPEG-1 
standard. 

In this respect the MPEG-1 standard may provide con- 
siderable advantages for a variety of multimedia terminals 
with the additional flexibility provided for random ac- 
cess of video from storage media and the diverse image 
source formats assisted. A number of MPEG-1 encoder 
and decoder chip sets from different vendors are available 
on the market. Encoder and decoder PC boards have 
been developed using MPEG-1 chip sets. A number of 
commercial products use the MPEG- 1 coding algorithm for 
interactive CD applications, such as the CD-I product. 

MPEG-2 will become a success because there is a strong 
commitment from industries, cable and satellite operators 
and broadcasters to use this standard. Digital TV broadcast- 
ing, pay TV, pay-per-view, video-on-demand, interactive 
TV and many other future video services are the appli- 
cations envisaged. Although at present the final MPEG- 
2 standard document has not even been released, many 
MPEG-2 MAIN Profile at MAIN Level decoder prototype 
chips are already developed and the real-time testing of 
the coding algorithm is being performed extensively by 
many companies involved in the standardization process. 
The worldwide acceptance of MPEG-2 in consumer elec- 
tronics will lead to large production scales making MPEG-2 
decoder equipment cheap and therefore also attractive for 
other related areas, such as video communications and 
storage and multimedia applications in general. 

The JPEG standard has already proven to be a big 
success. There is a considerable demand to compress still 
images for archiving and publishing and for multimedia ap- 
plications in general. The JPEG baseline coding algorithm 
has found widespread application and several hardware 
implementations from different vendors are available on 
the market today at reasonable prices. The JPEG standard 
is also attractive because the high computing power of 
PC’s and workstations today allows for software decoding 
of compressed images without the need to use dedicated 
hardware. Furthermore JPEG has found many applications 
which are beyond the initial target. Examples are mo- 
tion JPEG for video transmission or video storage and 
post-processing in professional production and broadcast 
applications. 

The success of the other two standards, CCIR 721 
and CCIR 723, which have been established for TV- 
contribution, is less certain. Although the implementation 
complexity for CCIR 721 codecs is very low and a high 
video quality can be achieved, the number of codecs in use 
will remain small. The main reason is the high data rate of 
140 Mb/s targeted for transmission, which results in very 
high transmission costs for the delivery of the video. 

At least in Europe the situation seems more favorable 
for CCIR 723 codecs, because the European Broadcast 
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Union decided recently to base their Europe-wide 34 Mb/s 
contribution network over satellites on these codecs [49]. 
However, there is a danger that MPEG-2, which is now 
also targeting at 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 Y:U:V-representation of 
video with 10 b resolution might offer a higher quality at 
the same or even lower data rates and therefore making 
the CCIR 723 standard obsolete before it has even been 
established. 

Finally, the MPEG-4 phase is on its way, but when 
writing this paper, it is hard to predict which techniques 
will be used and whether a low bitrate (<64 kb/s) standard 
will become a success. There is certainly a demand to 
transmit video data over PSTNs or mobile networks. but 
the acceptance of such services will very much depend 
on the achievable image quality. It is not certain, whether 
second generation coding techniques will finally be suitable 
for MPEG-4. Although nonwaveform second generation 
coding schemes, such as object oriented analysis synthesis 
coding, have made remarkable progress, DCT-based ap- 
proaches have been improved as well and acceptable quality 
has been demonstrated at bit rates of 16 kb/s. The final 
standard may again be a compromise with elements from 
both waveform and nonwaveform coding schemes. Most 
certainly to achieve the many new functionalities targeted 
will provide a great challenge, but also offers outstanding 
potential for new compatible products to be developed 
around a future MPEG-4 standard-the ultimate goal of 
international video standardization. 
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